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Introduction
The study also positioning and mapping has become a popular issue important intelligent mobile robot field, especially in the unknown environment independent completed the task. Get accurate map, many different sensor system and technology have been developed. The classification of the mapping method cans roughly to the kind of sensor data processing and matching algorithm [4] , [3] , [5] . In our previous research work, the implementation surveying and mapping the use of mobile robot localization of the graphical user interface, the function of the interactive [1] . In this paper, indoor mobile robot hit the implementation of particle filter (PF) for the sake of its not acceptable advantages and Gaussianity constraint linear system model. In contrast methods, such as Fast SLAM before we using the grid foundation measure model grid environment and use map scanning match colors method of evaluation and then particles of the particles may be weighted. In fact, based on grid intensive game almost cannot come true, need to set up the filter state vector calculation Manchester united including environmental characteristics and robot pose (refers to two dimensional position and bearing). Robot technology middleware (RTM) [2] , used in measuring system developed by the match colors. Using survey, we can develop the function element for "RT of software components may be different programming languages, running on different operating systems, or in the different network connection-operate system, developed the RTM. Based on LRF data get components, mobile robot control component, data buffer composition, RBPF components, matching component, local map components and GUI components. This paper expounds the structure of the system, and gives some experimental results. The experimental results verify the validity of this method.
Hardware Structure
The experimental platform consists of American Mobile Robots Inc.'s Pioneer3-DX mobile robot and Hokuyo URG-04LX Scanning Laser Range Finder. Fig.1 Pioneer3-DX robot platform.
Mobile Robot
The P3-DX uses a Hitachi H8S microcontroller as an interface to the low-level hardware (Fig.1) . Built on the same core Client-Server model as all robots, it offers an embedded computer option, Ethernet-based communications, and other autonomous functions. So it is also available with an embedded PC which gives it a number connection options: connection of up to 3 PC104 I/O boards, 4 RS-232 connectors, 2 USB connectors, 1 wireless Ethernet station adapter and so on.
Laser Range Finder
We use URG-04LX laser range finder for obtaining environment data. This fantastic sensor offers both serial (RS-232) and USB interfaces to provide extremely accurate laser scans. The field-of-view for this detector is 240 degrees and the angular resolution is 0.36 degrees with a scanning refresh frequency of up to 10.0Hz. Distances are reported from 20mm to 4 meters (1mm resolution). Fig.2 is an example of LRF measurement. Fig.2 
RBPF Algorithms of Mobile Robot Localization and Map Building
For indoor mobile robot navigation, PF is an effective Monte-Carlo based probabilistic approach for SLAM for sake of its advantage of not being subject to linearity and Gaussianity constraints on the system model.
Compared with EKF, RBPF requires less demanding and its computation complex is reduced to O(N·log2M). 
Kinematics model
Approximate pose estimation is predicted by internal odometry which reports a relative robot motion during the time interval (k, k+1]: arg max , ,
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Measurement model
The robot is equipped with a laser range finder which provides a measurement of range r i (k) and the corresponding bearing
T quantitates the corresponding observation noise.
Measurement model for stereo vision is represented in the following:
Rao-blackwellized Particle Filter
The routine of our particle filter for SLAM is described in the following in which the particle sampling step is more concerned.
Particle Initialization: Span a set of particle of number N and an empty grid map with capacity of m×n cells. With the first static laser observation, an initial grid map is established. 
 
Sampling: Sampling is performed under the assumption that estimation uncert ainty of Xk is conformed to one of the specified probabilistic distribution (usually Gaussian). It is also termed 'Proposal Distribution', from which particles are drawn.
 
where  quantifies the variance of the state transition noise.
Observation and Alignment: Laser range data is acquired from laser scanner and is registered with the incrementally constructed map, which yields a refined pose estimation for each particle. A novel region correlation method is developed in our research to make a fast and accurate registration between current laser view and the constructed global map. After current laser range scan is transferred into local map, we attempt to find the relative motion increment (∆x, ∆y, ∆θ) so that the local and global map can be overlapped to the greatest extent. Similar to ICP algorithm, this proposed method is an iterative optimization process. The registration routine can be formulized as:
arg max , ,
The sampled robot pose based on odometry information is used as initials in optimization.
Particle Weighting: During the alignment process of laser data, evaluate simultaneously the likelihood between registered observation and the constructed environment map. This evaluation is converted into importance weight that each particle carries, written i k w . Subsequently, the weight will be normalized to the range of (0, 1): 
Experimental Results
To evaluate our SLAM algorithm in the cyclic test fields depicted in Fig.7 , the Pioneer robot is instructed to traverse around the work table centered in our laboratory. Translational speed is about 0.2m/s. accordingly, the constructed map in SLAM software covers a planar area of 16×12 meters with resolution of 0.05 m.
The experiment is carried out in client-server architecture through wireless communication. The SLAM algorithm is developed on server in VC++ 2008 environment. To facilitate wireless teleoperation, a graphical user interface (GUI) is developed for motion instruction sending and gathered laser range data transferring. Fig.7 illustrated some experimental results. Fig.7 (a) is the indoor experimental scenario; Fig.7 (b) is the real 2D map of environment; Fig.7 (c) is the map built by proposed RBPF approach. The experimental results obtained by using our SLAM method are exciting. As shown in the bottom part of Fig.7 , the refined environment map generated from SLAM is quite accurate. The localization uncertainty is dramatically constrained. The range scans gathered from different locations are integrated into a more unified world model, which is sufficient for robot navigation.
The experimental results of mapping building reveal the effectiveness of our SLAM method. When mobile robot closes the loop, however inconsistent in map building occurs which indicates that the localization error resulted by SLAM in not eliminated completely. That's what we will consider in the future.
We developed our system based on RTM in order to improve the flexibility and robustness of the system. We developed LRF data getting component, mobile robot control component, data buffer component, RBPF component, matching component, local map component and GUI component. Fig.8 illustrates the some experimental results. Fig.8(a) is the structure of the developed RT components based on RTM; Fig.8(b) is state of all developed |RT components were activated; Fig.8(c) is the results of map building shown in GUI components. Because Robot Technology Middleware (RTM) was used in the developed system, the system has high scaling and interoperating ability, facilitating network-distributed software and sharing, and making application and system integration easier. 
Conclusions
It is easy to create comprehensive robot system application module reuse existing distributed network-so as to promote the sharing of software, improve writing and maintain software costs. In the future we will develop other function of the robot system components, in order to improve the flexibility of the system. 
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